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Margarethe von Trotta (b. 1942) is an actor, one of the foremost German film

directors, a member of the New German Cinema movement, and one of the

most important feminist filmmakers in the world. She was born in Berlin,
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Germany. Before her life-changing discovery of cinema—especially that of

nouvelle vague (new wave)—while on a trip to Paris, Margarethe von Trotta

studied business for two years and worked in an office:

"I came from Germany before the New Wave, so we had all these silly movies.

Cinema for me was entertainment, but it was not art. When I came to Paris, I

saw several films of Ingmar Bergman, and all of the sudden I understood what

cinema could be. I saw the films of Alfred Hitchcock and the French Nouvelle

Vague. I stood there and said, ‘that is what I’d like to do with my life’."

Prior to that, however, Margarethe von Trotta tried many different things. Indeed,

she studied fine art in Düsseldorf, Germany, moved to Munich where she then

studied philology, and then again re-invented herself and started studying drama.

In 1964, she gets her first important role in Dinkelsbühl, Germany. That same

year, she married screenwriter Felice Laudadio with whom she had a son before

getting divorced in 1970. From 1969 to 1970, she worked as an actress in Frankfurt

at the Kleines Theater (Small Theater). She began at that point to be solicited by

young German directors such as Herbert Achternbusch, Rainhard Hauff, and

Rainer Werner Fassbinder. In fact, she made four appearances in the films of the

latter.

From the early 1960s, after returning from Paris to Germany where she was

exposed to the films of Ingmar Bergman, Margarethe von Trotta wanted to direct

film but was prevented from doing so because, in her own words, “you couldn’t

think that a woman could be a director.” Instead of pursuing directing, she then

pursued acting, working closely with both Werner Fassbinder and Volker

Schlöndorff, whom later became her husband from 1971 to 1991. After her divorce,

she moved first to Italy and then Paris, which is where she lives today.

Her first film, The Lost Honor of Katharina Blum, which she co-directed with

Schlöndorff in 1975, narrates the story of a young woman who has a casual affair

with a man she later discovers to be a terrorist. In 1978, she wrote and directed

her first film, The Second Awakening of Christa Klages, which introduced many of

the themes of female bonding as well as the uses and effects of violence that she

would return to in her later films. Based on a true story, The Second Awakening of
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Christa Klages tells the story of a young woman who resorts to bank robbery in

order to keep her kindergarten open.

Beginning in 1979, Margarethe von Trotta introduced a trilogy of films which

cemented her reputation as one of the leading directors of the German New

Wave. First, Sisters, or the Balance of Happiness, describes the life of two sisters

deeply joined, both emotionally and intellectually—a symbiotic relationship that

weighs heavily on them, even after one of them commits suicide. Second, in 1981,

she followed this up with Marianne and Juliane (which won the Golden Lion

Award at the Venice Film Festival, presented to the first woman since Leni

Riefenstahl’s Olympia in 1938). The film describes the fight in 1968 for changes in

German society, as seen through the eyes of two sisters, one of whom is a

committed reporter and the other, equally committed, a terrorist. And third,

Margarethe von Trotta followed this film in 1986 with Rosa Luxemburg, an epic

portrait of one of the leading figures of European socialism. Played with stunning

grace by Barbara Sukowka, the character of Rosa Luxemburg is based primarily

on the hero’s letters and diaries, and strikes a balance between the deeply

personal and the exactingly political.

Despite being regarded as a leading feminist director, Margarethe von Trotta

rejects the description of her films as “woman’s film making,” arguing that it

confines one to a ghetto of sorts. Margarethe von Trotta believes that she should

instead be seen as a filmmaker who is at once a woman as well as a director who

examines the interior of the feminine personal as well as the exterior of the

political, and one who, despite being the most enduring female director of her

time, stands equal to the male likes of Ingmar Bergman, Rainer Werner

Fassbinder, Werner Herzog, and others.

Margarethe von Trotta has directed over a dozen films including: Die Verlorene
Ehre der Katharina Blum (The Lost Honor of Katharina Blum) (1975), Second
Awakening of Christa Klages (Das Zweite Erwachen der Christa Klages) (1978),

Schwestern oder die Balance des Glücks (1979), Marianne and Juliane (Die
Bleierne Zeit) (1981), Heller Wahn (1983), Rosa Luxemburg (1986), Felix (1987),

Love and Fear (Fürchten und Lieben) (1988), L'Africana/Die Rückkehr (1990), Il
Lungo silenzio/Zeit des Zorns (1993), Das Versprechen (The Promise) (1995),
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Winterkind (TV, 1997), Mit fünfzig küssen Männer anders (TV, 1998), Dunkle Tage
(TV, 1999), Jahrestage/Aus dem Leben von Gesine Cressphal (TV mini-series,

2000), Rosenstrasse (2003), Die Andere Frau (TV, 2004), Ich bin die Andere
(2006), Vision - Aus dem Leben der Hildegard von Bingen (2009), Die Schwester
(2010), and Hannah Arendt (2012).

She has acted in both TV and films, including: Blaubart (1984), Rece do gory
(1981), Bierkampf (1977), Der Fangschuß (Coup de grâce) (1976), Die
Atlantikschwimmer (The Atlantic Swimmer) (1976), Die Verlorene Ehre der
Katharina Blum oder: Wie Gewalt entstehen und wohin sie führen kann (The lost
Honor of Katharina Blum) (1975), “Les raisons de Georgina” in Nouvelles de Henry
James (1975), “Une invitation à la chasse” in Histoires insolites (1974),

Übernachtung in Tirol (1974), “Motiv Liebe” in Wochenende mit Waltraud (1974),

Das Andechser Gefühl (1974), “Sonderbare Vorfälle im Hause von Professor S."

(1973), “Tod eines Ladenbesitzers" (1971), “Die kleine Schubelik" (1970), Der
Kommissar (1970-1973), “Alkoholiker" in Der Fall von nebenan (1972), Strohfeuer
(1972), Die Moral der Ruth Halbfass (1972), Warnung vor einer heiligen Nutte
(1971), Paul Esbeck (1971), Der plötzliche Reichtum der armen Leute von Kombach
(1971), Hauptbahnhof München (1970), Der amerikanische Soldat (1970), Warum
läuft Herr R. Amok? (1970), Drücker (1970), Götter der Pest (1970), Baal (1970),

Brandstifter (1969), Spielst Du mit schrägen Vögeln (1969), Tränen trocknet der
Wind (1967), and Das Vergnügen, anständig zu sein (1966).

Books have also been written about Margarethe von Trotto, including: German
Culture Through Film: An Introduction to German Cinema, by Robert C. Reimer,

Reinhard Zachau and Margit Sinka (2005); Auf Dem Weg Zur Emanzipation:
Studie Der Filme Von Margarethe Von Trotta unter frauenspezifischer Perspektive,
by Hui Yang (2003); Margarethe von Trotta: Filmmaking as Liberation, by Renate

Hehr (2000); and Women & Film, by Ann Kaplan (1990).
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